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ADVANCED DIPLOMA IN AIR CARGO 

o• 
	 MANAGEMENT (ADACM) 

O 
	 Term-End Examination 

O 	 June, 2011 

MAV-033 : AIR CARGO MANAGEMENT - CARGO 
OPERATIONS AND DOCUMENTATION 

Time : 3 hours 	 Maximum Marks : 100 

Note : Write any five questions from Section - A and write 

any three questions from Section - B. 

SECTION - A 

Write short notes on any five questions. All questions 

carry equal marks. 	 5x5=25 

1. What do you mean by "Ready for carriage 

shipment" ? 

2. Briefly explain various types of Customs Duties. 

3. Define Valuable Cargo. List out the contents of a 

Valuable Cargo Register. 

4. What do you mean by "ULD" in air cargo 

operation ? List out different types of ULDs. 
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5. What is payload ? Calculate the payload using 

following figures ? 

Take off weight - 64000 kgs 

Dry operating weight - 25000 kgs 

Take off Fuel - 18000 kgs 

6. What do you mean by Terminal Area of an 

Airport and what are its functions ? 

7. What is an Airway Bill and what are the types of 

Airway Bill and what is the significance of Airway 

Bill ? 

8. What is a Cargo Manifest ? Differentiate between 

IGM and EGM ? Give the details found in Cargo 

Manifest. 
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SECTION - B 
Answer any three questions. All questions carry 

equal marks. 	 3x25=75 

1. Who is an IATA Cargo Agent ? What are the 

roles and rights of an IATA Cargo Agent ? 

Narrate the procedures for obtaining IATA 

registration for a cargo agent. 

2. Explain the role and functions of a Cargo 

Handling Agent at International Export 

Warehouse. 

3. Define Cargo. List out various types of Cargo with 

definition and examples. What are the services 

provided by a consolidator in Import and Export 

of Cargo ? 

4. Explain the important airline documents required 

for air transport. Explain in detail shipper's letter 

of instruction required for completing an Airway 

Bill. 

5. (a) Explain any five exemptions from Customs 

Duty. 

(b) What are the five different types of Customs 

Duty ? 

6. (a) What are the different types of terminal 

concepts ? 

(b) What are the different terminal functions ? 
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